Ask Catherine

May 11th, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

What’s New at Solari
Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

What’s New at Solari
New Subscriber Input - will keep both up through June 30 - all historical will be accessible in read only after then.

Will have Circle software up by end of month.

Employer and School Disclosure Form - Jerry Day Video


The origin of COVID: Did people or nature open Pandora’s box at Wuhan?

By Nicholas Wade | May 5, 2021

Digital Passports or “Electronic Dog Collars”
Cash and Precious Metals

Question:

Dear Catherine,

I love your Money and Markets reports now with John Titus, and your quarterly wrap ups with Dr. Joseph P Farrell.

I have three questions for you for, and I’m not sure for which forum they are appropriate:

1) The effort by the central bankers to build an alternative “Tower of Babylon” society has been tried by many kings and emperors before, and has failed. What makes this effort any more likely to succeed? How worried should we be that it will actually succeed anytime soon? With respect to building resiliency… how urgent is the need to so?, and how long should we plan the “local barter, agrarian economies” you recommend building with like minded neighbors to last?

CAF NOTES: Satellites, invisible weaponry, digital technology and mind control

2) What is the likelihood that a “populist” candidate for President, or populist wave of candidates for the Congress, can now possibly be elected that would begin to challenge the control held by the central bankers? Hs the voter registration system now become so corrupted there is no hope or possibly a free and fair national or state election can be conducted?

CAF NOTES: Will only work if they also shift their money - bank and corporate control, government is in the middle

3) What specific assets, or companies, would you recommend investing in to safeguard and/or grow our savings in light of the continued devaluation of financial assets (i.e. the dollar and dollar denominated debt) and inflation in real or food assets?

CAF NOTES: Listen to all three parts in 1st Quarter Equity Overview and Explore Subscriber links https://home.solari.com/coming-thursday-1st-quarter-2021-wrap-up-equity-overview/
Listen to 2nd Quarter Equity Overview when it publishes in July

Thanks so much!!

Respectfully,

DM

**Question:**

My understanding of this is if you already have individual stocks and do not want to sell them and get hit with taxes, they can be placed into an “index”. However, if I was just starting out, I would just invest in a regular S&P.

Is that correct? And what are the pro’s and con’s of these type of funds.

CAF NOTES: Do not know what you are referring to. Tax deferred account - no problem - or regular account

Individual stocks vs Index Fund - S&P or other indices

Has Vanguard created a like kind swap option? - call and check, if yes, then confirm with your CPA before you do it.

Check out Investopedia for definition.

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

I would like to put together a number of questions to help me invest and protect my estate. I am planning to live outside the USA and would appreciate your analysis and recommendations. What I am requesting is probably not the correct use of this mode of communication. How would you recommend we proceed?

CAF NOTES: Sequence them into ASK Catherine - No longer do individual consultations

Jurisdiction
No vaccine passports
No vaccine mandates
Respect property rights
Know people
Large amount of land - resilient living
Money in multiple jurisdictions
Plenty of money in

Question:

Catherine,

Came across this w/i the past six weeks...are/were you aware of it? Could it be linked to missing money...among other things??

http://muse.ai/vc/7qBQx1h

Thanks for all you do...world is getting crazier by the minute and difficult to find like minds who believe, let alone understand other than a couple other recently discovered Solari subscribers!

Keep telling myself this can't be happening!

Blessings,

D

CAF NOTES:

Underground infrastructure is very extensive. Just finished a review of possible US sites

Question:

Hi Catherine,
I'm having trouble with the following argument. Would you assist please?
Why is it necessary for the military of any country to support its currency as per the Central Banking Warefare Model? Isn't it the case that the productivity of a country's people determines the value of its currency?
Thanks in advance for your assistance.
Regards, FS
Productivity contributes. for current US currency, military and intelligence enforcement is 80% +

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

I live in Canada and am new to your website although I’ve listened to you for years on Coast to Coast with George Noory. I am considering investing in gold and silver. My question is how do I find a reputable place to buy precious metals and how do I know if the product is legitimate? Any advice would be greatly appreciated.

CAF NOTES:
Royal Canadian Mint
Gold Standard - BMG - Rob Kirby represents
Recommendations

**Question:**

Hello Catherine,

I will be selling my home in San Francisco, which I have owned for about 40 years. The increase in the capital gains tax that is being discussed, will have a huge impact on the taxes I will owe. At this time, we do not know if the increase would apply to our 2021 taxes. So they could vote the increase in, long after one has sold their home. The only way I can see to protect oneself is to donate the sum above the one million or to do an installment sale.

Do you have any suggestions or thought on the matter? My capital gain will probably be a few hundred thousand in excess of the 1 million.

Thank you

CAF NOTES

Review options with California CPA who knows your financial situation

The only trick that I’ve learned here, and I intend to use myself, is to undertake a Section 1031 election on the sale. (Defers capital gain taxes, provided you do it by the book and reinvest the proceeds in other real estate investment properties.). But this only works if you’re selling investment property, not your primary residence, which it sounds like they are doing. So, the
next question is, could they convert the property to investment property use prior to selling, and how long does it need to be in that status to qualify? I don’t know the answer to that. But the key ingredient is I are they willing to transition it to investment property status first (however that would go) and would they be willing to reinvest the proceeds into other income producing real estate afterward? There are some pretty cool, hands-off (no ongoing active property mgmt) real estate securities that pay apx 4% to 7% per year, plus a long-term capital gain when the investment is brought to completion (apx 6.5 years later, on average), called Delaware Statutory Trusts that qualify for the 1031 election. In a way, they’re analogous to a privately-traded real estate mutual fund. I’m planning to do this. Once one DST is brought to completion, you can do another 1031 and roll those proceeds, tax free, into another DST, at that point.

You have my permission to forward this email like.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Covid-19**

**Comment:**

Hi Catherine,
Thought you could share this info with the subscribers or on Money & Markets... My mini research showing how WHO changed the definition of herd immunity from June 2020 to November 2020 then to December, 2020 after injections came out.... ... Thanks to the Wayback Machine...
Blessings,

CAF NOTES:WHO - all science is subject to monetary policy and political creativity

**Question:**

Hello Catherine,
I am a relatively new subscriber. My brother is in ICU with Covid 19. They just put him on a ventilator and I would like to find statistics and the survival rate for patients put on ventilators. I would also like to know real scientific information about masks? I tried to search section of the site, but nothing showed up.
Many thanks,

**CAF NOTES:**

Sent you doctors report

Checked with one of the doctors I trust. Their response:

There are no reliable stats anywhere. Case definitions are cooked, CDC hand counts all Covid deaths, criteria vary by state—a deliberately caused mess.

There are no reliable tests anywhere, though my friend Sin Hang Lee just got permission to do very extensive PCR and sequencing tests (about 6 per sample) so he may be able to get accurate results on Covid infection soon.

UK’s ONS just changed their numbers on deaths and hospitalizations considerably, about 2 weeks ago.

In NYC the largest hospital conglomerate announced last year that in the spring 88% of those ventilated, died.

That is no longer true.

The really sick Covid patients need a lot of drugs—Peter McCullough and the FLCCC docs provide protocols for very sick Covid patients. For example:


Judges have been issuing orders for hospitals to prescribe ivermectin if there is a friendly doc in the hospital willing to do so.

EX:


FYI -India just announced giving out Ivermectin to all adults in GOA

FOR US

BTW you’ve mentioned in some of the reports how difficult it is for people to come to the realization of how evil the system is. Your personal story is quite moving in that regard, is it possible to get a PDF copy of that report and is it legal to send that other people?

CAF Note:

Working on PDF - should have up by June

Question:

Hi Catherine,

Was hoping you could clarify your opinion on Covid 19. In your interviews with Thomas Cowan and Jon Rappaport it appears you agree with them that there is no virus, however, in other interviews it seems you believe there is a virus. I’m probably missing something.

You’re the best!

CAF NOTES:

The injections and the tyranny they bring in are what is most dangerous - as opposed to the pathogens and EMF being used to market the injections and the tyranny

To my knowledge, no virus has been isolated - on that I agree with Thomas and Jon….and the authors of Virus Mania

I do believe that there are one or more pathogens - Great poisoning plus some kind of chemical or biological warfare. The injections I absolutely consider a form of bio warfare, although I do not understand ingredients. I believe EMF is involved. Again do not understand it.

Great pressure on Thomas and Jon to recant. Problem is that the virus has not been isolated to my knowledge.

LIKELY - RYING TO BE ACCEPTABLE TO MAINSTREAM - whether germ theory or vaccination or no black budget
I believe no solutions available by trying to be acceptable to mainstream. So Tom and Jon are correct in holding to their position.

Mind Controlled, pressured or dedicated to science and facts. Some of the scientist I know are convinced there is a virus -

I don’t care about the discussion - what is important is tyranny and the push for central control. So while the specifics of how they are weakening and killing people are very important, what I need to understand is that it is intentional. Focus on stopping them as opposed to the specifics of which pathogens they are using.

The injections and central are what is dangerous - more so than the pathogens being used to market the injections And the central control they provide.

That is my focus.

I also think we are dealing with technology far beyond most scientist and doctors knowledge and framework.....

Strongly recommend Wave Genome and read Invisible Rainbow

Question:

Hi Catherine,
Thought you could share this info with the subscribers or on Money & Markets... My mini research showing how WHO changed the definition of herd immunity from June 2020 to November 2020 then to December, 2020 after injections came out....... Thanks to the Wayback Machine...

Blessings,
BM

CAF NOTE:

Says everything you know about WHO....”creative science in response to the needs of monetary policy”

Comment:

Apparently if you get the vaccine, you are not supposed to get an MRI for about 4 weeks, just like you cannot have any metal parts in you when you get an MRI () ... What is it in the vaccine that can hold a magnet on your arm?
Some people are starting to talk about nano-ferritin. Be aware that Webb assembles 'meta-data' and makes a lot of assumptions, then announces them as 'probable' fact. His 'books' are more like comic books, impressive that he writes them in one day, BUT while there are many graphics copied off the Internet, there are no citations or sources listed ... ever ... an interesting publication model -- you will have to assume that most of it is conjecture ... much like David Icke's work. Nevertheless in the third video, Webb states that Lance Armstrong was loaded up with this nano-ferritin for most of his athletic career as a bicyclist -- THAT would explain a lot-- Armstrong is best known for winning the Tour de France seven consecutive times.

Reminder: you can go to your doctor and ask for a ferritin test ... but here we are talking about nano-ferritin ... i.e. super-soldier technology.

David Icke says the jab is not organic but inorganic - i.e. nano-ferritin: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgOAZSFwzsk

not a very good video ... but has a great title
Spike Ferritin Nanoparticle Vaccines with G.W. and Bill Taylor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItyYXCqUyuQ

Corona Creations with G.W. and the Deep State Gang
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BU06iaYTUkc

CAF NOTE:

Know nothing about it. Believe the super soldier engineering is decades if not centuries ahead. Will check out info.

Comment:

Turning up the heat. My husband is in health care at a hospital who will not get vaccinated.

This is an excerpt from an email discussing how restrictions can be lifted in departments such as masks and distancing if there is 100% vaccination.

“Keep in mind most if not all proposals will require non-vaccinated employees to declare their status in some way or another. We have to expect some negative feelings about this.”

1. I need a lawyer to handle this and would like any recommendations you might have (we are in PA)

2. I feel as though HIPPA is being violated.....I mean never have people had to disclose such medical information like idk “did you get prostate exam this year?”
At this point it still falls into psychological warfare, but what is one to do knowing no one will be taking care of us if something goes wrong with this vaccine.

I want to start getting my ducks in a row to fight this inevitable battle.

**CAF NOTES:**

Sent you introduction to someone who has been collecting links and referrals for attorneys in PA to help with schools and employers

Make sure to check

https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org/legal

**Comment:**

SPIKE PROTEIN IS THE BIOWEAPON... TRUTH DOCTORS BELOW AS THE other doctors remain ignorant and cowardly silent

1. Dr. Nancy Banks – https://bit.ly/1Ip0aIm
3. Dr. Shiv Chopra – https://bit.ly/1gdgh1s
11. Dr. Ghislaine Lanctot – https://bit.ly/1MrVeUL
29. Dr. Terry Wahls – https://bit.ly/1gWOBhd
30. Dr. Stephanie Seneff – https://bit.ly/1OtWxAY
33. Dr. Richard Moskowitz – (has been censored)
34. Dr. Jane Orient – https://bit.ly/1MXX7pb
42. Dr. Troy Ross – (has been censored)
43. Dr. Philip Incao – https://bit.ly/1ghE7sS
45. Dr. Jeff Bradstreet – https://bit.ly/1MaX0cC
47. Dr Theresa Deisher https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bc6WX33SuE
48. Dr. Sam Eggertsen https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8LB-3xkeDAE


Very important information but for some reason, none of you commented???
Is COVID-19 receiving ADE from other coronaviruses?
One of the most perplexing questions regarding the current COVID-19 coronavirus epidemic is the discrepancy between the severity of cases observed in ...


We received an overwhelming number of requests for the upgrade to today’s webinar in order to receive the Entire Video Training and Transcript. For anyone who was in our 20 Mechanisms of Injury Training today and want to upgrade please check your email. Thank you.

CAF NOTE:

Thanks for links!

Comment:

Why Dr. Mercola is removing all articles from his website:

CAF NOTES:

Stockpile your D, c and zinc….and send a donation to Mercola.

Comment:

Hello, all.

There’s a lot of buzz right now about whether unvaccinated people can be harmed by vaccinated people transmitting spike proteins (or some other ungodly thing). I have just found Pfizer’s own study, which answers the question in the affirmative. Things get real interesting on page 67. https://blazingpress.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020_Pfizer_BioNTech.pdf

My heart is so heavy over this. Which nation will start our generations Nuremberg Trials?

CAF NOTES
Reiner Fullmich already has it in process. Recommend support - prayer, donations, reposting

Comment:

Hey Catherine,

I have been trying to figure out what the mRNA vaccines do – current hypothesis are
1) Forfeit of sovereign rights over one’s body
2) Operating system / control mechanism
3) Infertility
4) Depopulation

Right now, I’m leaning towards (1) and (2), and here is my reasoning.

I don’t think it is (4) depopulation because the most useful people to Mr. Global seem to be getting it, and all those opposed to him are not. I work for a tech company in the Bay Area, and the pro-vaccine ideology must be higher than anywhere. I don’t see Mr. Global killing off everybody who is making the digital prison. Of course, it’s possible that Asia will be become the new Silicon Valley, and this is a way to get rid of North American Silicon Valley and its high wages.

With the high reports of effects on the menstrual cycle, (3) infertility is definitely possible. However, it will take another year for evidence to arise.

In this week’s M&M, John Titus mentioned a mRNA vaccine study (https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoA2104983) that had a 13% pregnancy loss.

A quick google search suggests that this is normal in any population. However, I don’t trust any of these studies, so I’m not ruling out the potential depopulation through fertility.

What’s definitely happening is (1) forfeit of sovereign rights over one’s body, and that is definitely what I’m personally fighting against.

(2) operating system seems the most likely to me… but I am still trying to research this technology. O’Hagen’s work, and other articles that are popping up are very useful. I agree with some recent sentiment that they probably haven’t figured out this technology, and that this is indeed a massive trial.

CAF Notes & Links:
I agree with you with one exception…..culling of elderly and expendables = envision different batches for different places. What you say about Silicon Valley is Very Important feedback. Thanks!

ALSO

COVID Vaccine Necessity, Efficacy and Safety May 5th, 2021 by Doctors for Covid Ethics being continuously deleted by Wayback Machine - Wow


Download and Read

Feedback

Question:

Hi Catherine!
Wondering if you could recommend a realtor in TN who might be savvy about finding properties for a homestead. Also are there areas where there may be more like minded people in TN? I'm looking with a small group of people and will be starting in Nashville area after the food conference. I am personally drawn to northeast area as well. We are planning to look there too.

Wondering if there are any independent on-line bookstores or local bookstores that will ship that you recommend? I'm aware of lulu.com, chelseagreen.com, christianbook.com….just wondering about any others?
Last, I was committed to getting the red lights after hearing your interview with Jason Bawden-Smith at the end of 2019. I had other priorities and never acted. I also did some research and got a bit stuck on which brand to buy. I imagine in 1.5 years things have changed. Are there any plans to revisit on Solari any time soon or do you have any updates/new recommendations? I did a brief search on Solari... didn't see anything new. Thanks for all you do Catherine!
Signing off from "the heart of darkness"!
D

CAF NOTES

Connie Sharp in Hohenwald TN
Go from Hohenwald to Westport down the Natchez Trace - down to Alabama Line, check out The Farm at summerotwn.

I am now trying ABC in Amsterdam. I am sure private are available. Need people to order for you.

Jason recommends Nathan Siles for coaching on these topics https://www.itsnowyou.com
I have Sperti Sunlamp plus EMR firestorm - the sunlamp and infrared must be used together
https://emr-tek.com/collections/all

Question:

Hi Catherine:

Love what you do; I really enjoy when you and John Titus get together. The [appeared] meanderings are magnificent.

Background:
I believe we can agree that the EUA Injection will cause short, medium and long term illness and death.

Short term- within 28 days of first or second shot.
Medium term - within 18 months as a result of violent Cytokine storms.
Long Term- within 5 years as a result of severe Autoimmune Disease such as MS, ALS, etc.

I live in Canada - the walls are closing in; the water is rising.
In particular, the Cytokine Storms next Fall, I believe, will allow the Totalitarians to create even more fear and lockdowns resulting in the "Anti-Vaxxers" to be (first) limited in movement, (second) quarantined, (Third) quarantine jail, and (forth) assets confiscated.

Looking for a place to go.

There are States opening up but still ......allowing the EUA Injection to be administered.

I worry that these States will react with inappropriate and overreach actions to the Cytokine Deaths beginning next Fall.

Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama present the same dilemma.

Desantis has created a thousand page document that he is bringing into Law that will, I believe, govern how the next Plandemic is handled. Abbott appears to be mirroring his effort.

**Question:**
Is this something you could analyze with John or perhaps interview one of your many experts on this subject?

I want to avoid leaving Canada to experience the same draconian measures somewhere else. I will not have the same inalienable rights [through citizenship] somewhere else as I supposedly do in Canada.

**Finally in your latest M&M interview, John mentioned Remdesivir as a viable treatment for COVID. It is not.**
It has no efficacy.
It was rejected by the WHO but approved by the FDA and thereafter blindly adopted by Canada. The main therapies are Ivermectin, HCQ and Budesonide.
Remdesivir costs $3000 per dosage - the others just pennies.
Fauci backed it; need I say more?

Love you guys.

**Question:**

Dear Catherine,

I started down the road to informational and monetary self control after the 2008 crash. Despite the occasional reversion (entrainment?!), there's been good progress. I bank
and invest smarter, have a modest stash of cash/metals/crypto, no debt, developed proficient survival, hunting and firearm skills, built a low cost, off grid solar 'not so tiny house' (technically mobile) and have good filtered water and food intake. As a recent subscriber to the SR, my education has increased tenfold and really looking forward to the connect part of website, thank you!

My problem and question is one of jurisdiction/location. I discovered the rural CA high desert in 2011 after several bicoastal decades in big cities and felt I'd found a more rugged yet artistic community. However the area has been 'discovered', is experiencing a large tourist and now a big city flight invasion. The 2020 election and health mandates fractured the community and while there are some like minds pooling together, I have little faith left in the Hotel CA, politically and culturally. My family resides on the east coast with similar undesired jurisdictional issues and while these places are fine to visit or seasonally inhabit, I very much feel the need to find a low cost residence / base in a more favorable 2A state (OH, KY, TN, NH, VT are on the list). This is something I've planned but repeatedly failed to do in the past few years. I've travelled all over this land, seen plenty of potential spots but having a hard time making it happen, especially alone. Any advice on how to get moving/unstuck? How do you feel about movement between distant locations becoming an issue in the future?

thanks,

CAF NOTE:

Idaho
Utah
Texas
South Dakota.

Question:

Hi Catherine,
I'm curious what you think about the motive behind the Gates divorce is? There was a recent article about him and Epstein. Do you think they may be trying to protect there vast assets? Just wondering.
Blessings,
J

CAF NOTES

Time Line - August 2019
Asset protection and allocation. Likely connected to Buffet retirement and Epstein litigation
Syndicate is re-juggling and protecting assets, reducing risk.
Use Melinda and Kids to protect as much money as possible.
Also
whites out lots of stories about injection deaths and adverse events.
Search engines putting the divorce story to great use.
Genocide in Africa and India likely one of the problems

Comment:

Could you come up with a list of basic definitions for investment understanding....like derivatives?

I always feel so lost with the words and a good example that makes sense to me.

When I was 22 yr old I bought a 3 ring binder from an infomercial by Givens I think. It was divided up into sections on how to buy car insurance/how to buy life insurance/ how to buy a home.
The first page was the most basic definitions you should know when entering into discussions on these things. It was a huge help and so concise, I have never forgotten things like “whole life-a hole you put your money in and never see it again.”

When I went to my first advisor at 26, he was impressed I had the basics and got term life insurance on my husband.

I need a similar understanding for things like derivatives. I often tell people you are a previous hedge fund manager while secretly wondering what that even means and if people think it is good or bad.

Thanks again!!

INVESTOPEDIA and WIKIPEDIA
Send questions if you do not understand definition
Kirby - Interest Rate Swaps

Question:

Dear Catherine,
You frequently make mention of the 'mark of the beast' from the bible. I have a Catholic background and while I went to a Catholic primary school - no mention was made of the 'mark of the beast'. I have, however, heard the expression.

I used the search function on the website and nothing of real relevance came up. Are you able to write a short piece on what this means to you - presumably from a metaphorical interpretive stance? For example, is the beast the devil ... or something or someone doing the devils work.

Thank you so much for your guidance and inspiration. I was introduced to your work by Jason Bawden-Smith. I am electrohypersensitive so got to know him when he was working more in that space (with EMF Warriors) and live in the Blue Mountains outside of Sydney.

KC

CAF NOTES:

Revelation Chapter 13 - the Mark of the Beast

And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy.

2 And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority.

3 And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound was healed: and all the world wondered after the beast.

4 And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him?
And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months.

6 And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven.

7 And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome them: and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.

8 And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

9 If any man have an ear, let him hear.

10 He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity: he that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints.

11 And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.

12 And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed.

13 And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men,
And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword, and did live.

15 And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed.

16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads:

17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

Question:

Hello Catherine,

We are moving out of PA. We were, then weren't, now we are certain. My wife was the holdout. She came to me last week and said make it happen. There is nothing left for us here, and the people we once cared for have actually threatened us. She is so beaten up by her job. She works at XXX lab that is full of over educated boobs wearing shields, gloves, masks and taking jabs. HR is running around daily responding to complaints from other employees, and reprimanding mask droppers. Her whole department called in sick after getting the
jab. That place is going to hurt her if she don’t get out.

We are heading to Tennessee. What part of TN, we are not sure. The only thing we are sure of is not Nashville. I have visits setup in Johnson City, Knoxville, Decauterville, Lawrenceville... for work, the week of the 16th.
I am going to look for a small rental, small cottage, or even a room where I can base and get to know TN. I will still have to travel back and forth a couple times a month, and looking for a quiet base, even a hay loft with a shower...hose out back so I can dry off.

Any guidance from you would be appreciated. Anyone you can put me in touch with in TN would be fantastic. Anyone who is willing to chat, here my thoughts and share a few of there own. I want to talk with people and get a feel for things. I need a competent realtor too.

Kindest Regards,

ROGUE FOOD CONFERENCE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY CHURCH IN HOHENWALD - room
Franklin Sanders at Rogue Food
Connie Sharp, Relator in Hohenwald

Part 2.

Thank you so much. It is a nice feeling to have some support. Debbie already reached out. She suggested Airbnb so I took a look and booked immediately a small rustic cabin outside of Lawrenceville for $39 a night. The perfect fit.

I would like to meet Franklin Sanders on one of these visits. I am sure he will have valuable insights.

I love adventures and this is going to be a great one for all.

I will be heading back to Lewisburg for Rogue Food in early June. I have lots to learn.

Thanks for your help.

ROGUE FOOD - Lots of good people gathering....Salatin, Massie, Moody, Pete Kennedy

Question:
Hi Catherine
Are you familiar with the work of Anna Von Reitz?
I have been reading her articles for several years and listening to her weekly zoom calls. Anna’s undertakings for Americans to “come home to the land “ are the only solid steps to take I see out there to correct the world of fraud/fiction/personage etc. Anna’s web site is annavonreitz.com
Scroll down the over 3000 articles to see the most recent
An interview with Anna would be astounding
At this juncture all 52 states have general assemblies that are putting her steps into action

Thank you Catherine

LP from Victoria BC Canada
(Other countries are studying her articles and endeavoring to take similar steps) Anna lives in Alaska

CAF NOTES:
I have tried a few times, got lost in the volume, tend to shy away from legal systems. When I publish tax, would be a good time to see what she has that would help on the taxation without representation issue.

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Is there available literature describing how to setup local systems in the US that details how decentralized systems might function in a country like the US with centralized control? For example, the governor of the state of Texas has already a mechanism in place to set up its own local currency. How I wonder would this work? Where for example would the money supply for this idea come from for something like this to work? Perhaps something less or even more extreme might be elaborated upon is even in existence already? My town does have already setup an organic farmers outdoor door store that sells produce and there are local suppliers of locally raised beef. Thusly, introducing local markets and replacing globally franchised businesses such as Walmart and Kroger and reintroducing local markets.
Thanks in advance for your assistance.
Regards,

CAF NOTE

Depends on state constitutional and local laws how you proceed in a place
Texas has a depository
Can you get local folks interested in using Coins - combining with the depository?
Gold and Silver Depository

Question:

Hi Catherine-
You have mentioned a few times a book(s) regarding the economics of slavery. Would you remember the titles?

Also would you consider taking silver eagles as payment for 1-2 year subscription?

Thanks,

J

CAF NOTES:

The Half Has Never Been Told - Review in Library
https://library.solari.com/book-review-the-half-has-never-been-told/
Yes, happy to take payment in Silver - send by mail to
Solari Inc
PO Box 157
Hickory Valley, TN 38042

Can use Silver and Gold Payment Calculator to do- Use Spot on day you send…just note on message.

Comment:

Catherine,

I've had a heartbreaking experience with a twenty year-old granddaughter who has been confused about her sexual identity for the past five years. She's been weaving back and forth between being heterosexual and thinking she is homosexual. She wore a tux for her high school photo. Then, she had her first boyfriend last year. Now she wants to be called Michael. I hardly knew where to throw myself with worry and wonder, trying to figure out what was at the heart of her fractured sexual identity as I watched with horror this trend among many young people.
Then, last week I was at a church function, enjoying a dessert buffet with four other women when the subject of sexual fluidity came up. Four of the five women sitting at my table reported having granddaughters with this same problem. Two of the granddaughters had found doctors willing to inject them with male hormones. My heart stopped, but I didn't have a heart attack, so I guess my heart is fine. But again, I found myself assailed by the question, what is going on?

And then, today, it occurred to me that glycosphate compounds might be responsible. So, I did a literature search. The evidence that glycosphate compounds disrupt male and female hormones, both in the ovaries and testes and in the brain, is overwhelming.

The good news is that I believe my hypothesis is sound; that is, glycosphate compounds are the source of the devastating gender chaos we are witnessing. The bad news is that I fear it will be years before reality sinks in. Lives are being destroyed by the shredding of sexual identity. Again, my heart breaks.

God, have mercy on us.

Here's one article that justifies my hypothesis. There are hundreds more that support it. https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/16/5664

CAF NOTE

Responded last week

100% of the people I know underestimate the role of mind control


Giving a teenager a smart phone is the equivalent of providing a hot line to the Beck Brothers to convert your child into cannon fodder for sex slavery, transgender experimentation or school shooter, or harvard graduate desk killer

You have only yourself to blame.

Stop killing your children.
Question:

Hi Catherine,

I will be flying from California to Florida, do you recommend any precautions? I have read about the vaccinated people, effecting the health of unvaccinated, thus the reason for my question.

Thank you

CAF NOTES:

Mixed reports.

Use Salvia test if you need a test. Refuse to let anyone else test you or put anything in your news.

Consider driving or hiring someone to drive you.

Question:

Dear Catherine and John,

M&M / April 22 - as for Russia: China might be going with growth rates never seen, but Russia is a geo-political player with adhesives as far as US/dollar hegemony is concerned (especially over Europe but also among the ones who would want to come off the dollar like UAE, etc) and Russia has not destroyed its economy unlike US or Europe with the C.hoax - Russia's production is up and running, on and stable, food supply continues without GMOs. Building tension up will force Russia to increase its military spending (and that applies to Europe parallel to that as Europe is the one threatened by the heat of a potential war with Russia); to keep the balance against entire NATO they will have to starve. The add on is the Plan B scenario: they can always fall back on - which is an open war on Russia catching 2 birds, Russia and Europe. This might be especially relevant as China seemingly leans towards US now in the Russia-US-China love-triangle. I might be over simplifying it but one thing that MrGlobal has not done during the strive for his NWO is addressing the how to control Russia question. At the same time we know the prognosis taking German population to the quarter by 2025 of what it has today, and that could only be achieved by a war really - these jabs are not so "effective" yet...
How on earth could they gain control over Russia at this stage? with the sanctions they were actually doing a favor to them.

Greetings from CH here and there,

CAF NOTE;

Russia seems to me to be on board for technocracy. Question is who is on top not who is on board.

Comment:

Catherine:


On May 8th, massive violence breaks out in Israel. If vaccines are the biggest cause of coincidence, Benjamin Netanyahu must be a close second!

Best Wishes,

CAF NOTE;

Netanyahu formula - again and again

Comment:

Brian Rose was running for mayor of London. He had been getting a tremendous amount of exposure on Bitchute, which gave me the impression that he was a serious contender. In the end, however, the incumbent won with a good majority and Brian Rose got only 1.2% of the vote. This makes me wonder whether there was massive election fraud or whether, in fact, the resistance movement is indeed much much smaller than the alternative media have been leading me to believe.

CAF NOTE;

Don't think it is meaningful.
Likely the voters did not see Rose as someone who would make a good mayor.

Comment:

‘God’ left out of Biden’s National Day of Prayer proclamation
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/biden-national-day-prayer-god-trump-obama-proclamation?
fbclid=IwAR2W3d0o2xjm3ehCN7wDERLekJStFBu0S8YtMzAVIRynWt4gVUwQHamL5FA
For Catch-22 aficionados, Colonel Cathcart, before deciding against having a prayer created by the chaplain, urged him to keep God and a lot of that valley of death crap out of it. In a lengthy exchange, the chaplain could not guarantee that The Lord wouldn’t be offended if the prayer ceremony excluded enlisted men. ‘The hell with it, then,’ the colonel asserted in a huff of independence. ‘I’m not going to set these damned prayer meetings up just to make things worse than they are.’

CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct

Hi Catherine,

Whatever happened to the Planet Lockdown film? Is it not going to happen? It's a shame as it seems like it's been delayed so long as to be obsolete if and when it ever does come out. I was really looking forward to seeing it. Thanks.

CAF Notes & Links:

James Patrick doing another round of Interviews
Comment:

Whitney Webb’s latest excellent investigative report…

This Biden Proposal Could Make the US a “Digital Dictatorship”
A “new” proposal by the Biden administration to create a health-focused federal agency modeled after DARPA is not what it appears to be. Promoted as a way to “end cancer,” this resuscitated “health DARPA” conceals a dangerous agenda.

by Whitney Webb https://unlimitedhangout.com/ May 5, 2021
https://unlimitedhangout.com/2021/05/investigative-reports/this-biden-proposal-could-make-the-us-a-digital-dictatorship/

CAF Notes & Links:

Webb continues to do great work. Digging into the contracts and policies at the fed level is hard work, glad she is doing it.

Health

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question:

Hi Catherine,

My name is António, and I'm a newcomer here at Solari! I subscribed two months ago and it has been one of the best investments I've ever done. I love the Money and Markets with John Titus and the best one yet for me was "Power of It" with John Rappaport.
I'm Portuguese and 22 years old, and the director of an independent online newspaper called Notícias Viriato (https://noticiasviriato.pt / https://www.facebook.com/noticiasviriato), which is funded exclusively by readers and has a small team of volunteers.

I read the Take Action 2021 and listened to your 1st Quarter 2021 Wrap Up - Take Action Together, and I'm very interested in creating a Solari Circle with other Portuguese subscribers. Are there any Portuguese subscribers of the Solari Report? Would it be possible to join us in a Circle?

I don't know any other subscribers and thought it would be a great way to team up and Take Action together here in Portugal.

P.S: I discovered you the first time in the Planet Lockdown interview through Bitchute (the link a friend sent me was on Youtube and a few hours later it was censored, so I knew it was good stuff).

Thank you so much for your work,
AA

CAF NOTES

Have lined you up with great subscriber in portugal…on our list as soon as Connect comes out. make sure you sign up for training with Darlene.

Question:

Dear Catherine,

Please let me know if there are any subscribers in Berlin, or in Germany in general, that would be willing to form a Solari Circle. I wonder, however, how it will be possible to weed out the bad actors since many of us will meet each other for the first time. Do you have any suggestions?

Best regards,

CAF NOTE;

Small number of great folks in the area. Check in when Connect is loaded by end of the month.

Question:
Hello,
I am returning to the US from Mexico and am interested in locating like minded folk who are part of Solari in my area. My name is AC and my e-mail __________.

Thank you and kind regards,

Check in with Connect by end of the month

**Forward his info to customer service**

CAF Notes & Links:

**Recommended Links**

**Comment:**

Hi Catherine -
Just saw this post - I know you mentioned you were looking for a saliva test.
Hope this is useful.

CAF NOTES:

Thanks - posting saliva test info in new Subscriber Input

**Comment:**

Thought you would be interested. Guess we are next.

| **Federal court in Wyoming asked to block RFID technology** |
| Livestock producers represented by the Billings, MT cattlemen’s group known as R-CALF say they have a “right” t... |
CAF NOTE

“The withdrawal of a two-page factsheet suggesting livestock producers use RFID ear tags seemed to mute the legal issue at one point.

“The controversy, however, remains alive because USDA is moving ahead with plans to mandate RFID for cattle by 2023, R-CALF’s attorneys said in a press release.

A news release by USDA just last month stated, “[USDA] believe[s] that RFID tags will provide the cattle industry with the best protection against the rapid spread of animal diseases.”

See

The US Government is building a Bio-Safety Level 4 National Bio and Agro-Defense Laboratory (BSL-4 NBAF) in Manhattan, KS. Over the last year we've all become familiar with this sort of lab as this is the same type of facility located in Wuhan, China. I'm attaching an article on this issue for your review. I think this is something that Americans would want to know about. No amount of food independence will help us if all the livestock has to be destroyed because a pathogen like hoof and mouth disease escapes this facility. I've submitted my comments to the Manhattan City Commission which recently had a meeting to address resident concerns and I've contacted Rep. Massie's D.C. office (although since I'm not a constituent, they told me they were unable to log my call).

The Kansas facility is scheduled to open later this year or in early 2022 and be fully operational in 2023. What is the best way to make sure that my concerns are heard? I've also contacted Sen. Stabenow (my senator) who is the Chair of the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry. It is incredible to me that Sen. Stabenow or any other member on that committee thought that it was acceptable to
locate a BSL-4 Bio and Agro-Defense Lab in the middle of America's beef belt.

P.S. Here's the article that I read regarding this issue:

https://toresays.com/2021/04/13/wuhan-kansas-congress-hid-important-information/

Comment:

Here is a great solutions based article:

Existential Economic Threats: How U.S. States Can Survive Without Federal Money

https://alt-market.us/existential-economic-threats-how-u-s-states-can-survive-without-federal-money/

Comment:

Catherine,
I have new respect for Rebel News (in Toronto):
Pastor Art in Calgary arrested by police on the Freeway after church. Held for 53 hours, next court date on Thursday.  
https://www.rebelnews.com/police_state_watch_the_moment_a_swat_team_arrests_canadian_pastor_artur_pawlowski

Interesting that I first heard about this from the "Team America" guy in Tuscon, AZ ?????
Take care, Deb

Comment:

Hi Catherine (again),
I was just listening to your recent Ask Catherine and you said many times you need a saliva test, and I just found one last week. I am in Bavaria and we now need them for the hair salon etc, lol. Plan on using it as I move around.

I am not doing any PCR tests, etc….anyway, this works and is official here in Germany…


If you can't get it where you are, I would offer sending it to you.

Also, for printing please check out Gelato. It’s a print on demand that actually prints in the country where you want it delivered…I use it for my workbooks etc.

Best wishes,

A

Comment:


Comment:

Hi Catherine,
I found this little example of the sophistication of the brainwashing particularly clever.

R

******

Stormont Vail Health
• Time• the sedative was given
• Time• the paralytic was given
• Time• the patient was intubated
• Time• their central line was placed
• Time• their arterial line was placed
•Time• their Vas Cath was placed
•Time• CRRT initiated
•Time• the patient was proned
•Time• the ABG was drawn
•Time• the family was notified
•Time• the zoom meeting was set for
•Time• the family said their goodbyes
•Time• of death
That was someone’s mother, father, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, friend, spouse. That was their *time* to go. And I feel confident in saying the virus made it too soon.
I’ve stood outside a patient room with clasped hands, giving a thumbs up to a patient through a window as they were being extubated. Moments before: “Stay calm. The respiratory therapist is going to take this breathing tube out, okay? I need you to nod your head so I know you understand me. I know, don’t try to talk. You’re doing great.”
I’ve taught patients to call when they were ready to be intubated. Days of being on the BiPAP on 100% oxygen can only be effective for so long. They get tired. “I can’t breathe.”
“Okay, let me call the doctor and get everything ready.”
“Tell my kids I love them.”
“Tell them yourself we are calling them before this happens.”
“Please make sure I come off the ventilator.”
“Listen to me, you fight like heck, okay?”
“How am I supposed to fight when I’ll be asleep?”
“You just have to go into this knowing you want to fight. You will never be alone. We will fight this with you.”
To: Nurses, Doctors, Nurse Practitioners, Respiratory Therapists, Pharmacists, CNAs, PCTs, Phlebotomists, Rad and CT techs, and anyone else I missed, How many times do we go home holding on to any bit of hope that what we are doing is making a difference for these patients? We’ll spend 14 hours with hypoxia and hypotension, go home, and come back only to find out the patient didn’t make it. All those times we felt like we weren’t doing anything for these patients - Your chance is here. If you have even the SLIGHTEST bit of opportunity to prevent getting this virus and giving it to others - Take it. Do it for the patients you lost. For some, you were the last person they talked to. The last hand they held.
•Time• 1118
That’s the time I received the Covid-19 vaccine today.
Jenifer, RN
Stormont Vail Health
#wetogether
#mytime to make a difference
#mytime is for my patients
Day 1 of COVID-19 vaccine

Comment:

This corrects/clarifies history IMO. Save Please do not reply to this message

This is history. Save please don't reply

Remember I had a dream of a long corridor or hall in the basement of Grampa Fisher’s house that had many rooms that looked like a street of shops? I decided it must be The Henry Ford Museum because parts of the Museum is set up that way. With this stupid sink hole I got to wondering if there were tunnels as well as sewer systems in the neighborhood. Yes there are and they are and they are very close.

Ford loved tunnels and I remember a story about a secret passage from the library or the room they would lead the guest to wait by the front door; that went to the upstairs in
Ford’s home. Grampa was a doctor so there is also a waiting room in his house; however, I never noticed a secret passage when I was there. The room was called the library and it was by the Front door.

Bill and I lived there for about a year with his grandmother after we were married. Bill’s sister was horrified and advised against it. Bill’s lawyer also advised against it when I became pregnant and unhappy.

Look at all the tunnels:

Henry Ford - DetroitYES Forums
Does anyone have information regarding the Detroit Edison building at Warren and Livernois with a tunnel that led to an apartment owned by Henry Ford? My neighbor was telling me bits and pieces of this. Apparently Henry was fearful that buildings were going to be bombed in Detroit during WWII and had this apartment built for him to escape to.
www.detroityes.com

Originally Posted by jgavriile
1. Henry Ford’s old office inside and the Henry Ford Museum controls the bldg. I am not sure what they are going to do with it.? It was a neat bldg. for sure inside

Reply With Quote

2. April-07-10, 09:56 AM

lalynch

Join Date
Jul 2009
Posts
244

Originally Posted by jgavriile
lalynch, I worked at the EEE bldg. later renamed POEE bldg for many years and those tunnels were fascinating to go down into. In later years, there sure were some big rats living down in them. There was also a short tunnel that led from the basement of the EEE bldg out to the parking lot near the power house and unto a freight elevator that was right next to a railroad siding that was brought
onto the parking lot. The freight elevator had the two folding metal doors that laid flat in the parking lot and split open as the elevator came up. I think the elevator was taken out in the 80's maybe.

3. From what I know, when Henry and Clara would go on a train trip in their private railroad car, they would go down the freight elevator that was in the EEE bldg, then walk through the tunnel over to the other freight elevator next to the rail siding and come up next to the railroad car and get in.

4. Now the EEE bldg. is closed up with Henry Ford's old office inside and the Henry Ford Museum controls the bldg. I am not sure what they are going to do with it. It was a neat bldg. for sure inside.

I had worked on the 2nd floor of POEE or EEE building from about 2004 - 2006. It was the old library, directly above Henry Ford's office. My cubicle was directly across from a wonderful old fire place. There is a story that a dumb waiter existed to bring books down to Henry Ford's office. Along the wall of the fire place was a series of built in closets. I checked each of them for that dumb waiter. LOL.

5. While I was at POEE I tried to convince the Powertain management as well as Ford Land to get the building on the National Register of Historic Places so that they could take advantage of the tax credits. Ford Land felt it would hinder them from future uses of the building. Of course, once the rumors circulated about the building going to The Henry Ford they became more interested once I pointed out about how a non-profit such as The Henry Ford could sell the tax credits. Rumors at both Ford and The Henry Ford the last few years were that The Henry Ford would get the building and that they were especially interested in the garage area for storage.

6. While we were at Greenfield Village last summer a Henry Ford employee told us that The Henry Ford had recently discovered some old cars in one of these old tunnels and that they didn't know the stuff had been stored there or existed.

7. POEE needs some TLC. I read in a book once on Henry Ford's square dancing that there once existed a ballroom in POEE. It would of been on the first floor down towards the Automotive Hall of Fame.
Yes I remember the old cars in the tunnels and also many experimental engines that were stored down there. A lot of those engines were eventually moved over to the museum. There was an engine I remember that was an experimental "X-8". Many other "V-8"s" too.

9. The old square dancing was done in that area you mention, on the Southeast corner of the building. Originally the Eastern part of the building was a brickyard and then when Ford bought the property, the building was used to build Fordson tractors. There used to be 2 large ponds in the front of the building, these were dug out to get the clay to make the bricks at that site. In the 80's the Northern pond was filled in to make use of more parking space for employees. Before that only supervisory employees and executives, along with test vehicles were allowed to park in front of the bldg. Regular employees had to park ever the tracks near Michigan ave. and walk over to work at EEE.

10. The original ceiling was all glass with controls that would open some of the pains of glass for ventilation. there was a rolling gangway along the ceiling that allowed workers to clean and service the glass ceiling. It was said that the beams that made up the roof of the building were bows of WW I Liberty ships left over from that period that Henry used to build the EEE bldg. but that was just a myth. They did indeed look like the bow of a ship. The floor in the bldg were all wood and there were rubber runners placed all along the areas needed for employees to walk. They didn't wan the floors damaged. Later years there were hi-lows and everything running along the floors with experimental engines for evaluation and display, having been built in the back of the building in what was called engine buildup. Most of the Ford engine used in Nascar during the 60's and 70's that Ford supplied to all the Ford sponsored drivers, were built in the EEE bldg. and sent to the various car racers down South. It was quite an exciting place to work at one time.

11. One they started abusing the use of the hi-lows and younger workers complaining about the heating and cooling in the building, they carpeted
the entire floor of the bldg. and lowered the ceiling, covering over the original glass., making it look more like a conventional office of the time.

12. One time in the early 70's I was working late in the bldg and there was a crew in there re-painting the walls. I didn't think much about it and then all of a sudden I remembered where there was pillar in the building that Henry Ford and others stood up against the pillar and with a pencil drew off the height on the pillar, and signed their names. These guys that were painting were just about to cover over that pillar with fresh paint, and I ran over there and stopped them, much to their complaints. I then called someone that was in the Personnel department that I had a phone number to and told them of the situation and they came and told the painters not to paint that area. Subsequently a frame with glass was put over that little historical area to preserve it. It is still there as far as I know, saved from being painted over.

13. Ialynch, you say you worked upstairs, there was the company safe and next to that was a barber shop, and next to that that beautiful library area you worked in with the fireplace.

14. That safe was an interesting place in that, old man Ford would write on the walls, how much money was taken in each year, and he would deduct the next year's amount on the wall and this is what he payed taxes on. This was his method of accounting. He really didn't have any use for accountants even though Edsel had a whole slew of them over at the older world headquarters on Schaffer and Rotunda, that was torn down.

15. I don't understand how that was allowed, as it too was a historical building to Dearborn. It was sort of torn down during the night to prevent any protest from people wanting to preserve history.

16. It was built at the same time as the EEE bldg. and also designed by Albert Kahn.

CAF Notes & Links:

Shadow Work
Comment:

Hi Catherine,

I listened with interest to one of your responses in this past week's "Ask Catherine," in which you emphasized the importance of investing in ways to combat and circumvent mind control. Along those lines, I wanted to share a couple of observations. Last weekend, our household hosted a gathering that involved 17 people present for some portion of the day or entire weekend. One of the common denominators was that all 17 were un-injected, with no plans to get an injection. This was a joyful gathering involving great conversations, good food, music, time outside in nature--and, most relevant to a discussion of mind control--there was nary a smartphone in use or in sight the entire weekend. Some of the people don't even own a cell phone; and most of the others use cell phones sparingly if at all. Also, the people present were individuals who do useful, high-integrity work, including artists and musicians, and who have an active spiritual life. I think we cannot afford to underestimate what those smartphones are doing to people--everyone I know who has gotten an injection is tethered to a phone. So, I think your advice to prioritize addressing mind control is right on the money!

CAF Notes & Links:

Take Action

Question:

CAF Notes & Links

Conclusion:

Question:

CAF Notes & Links

Theme this week.

Worry about Tyranny - nothing else
Whiff of Desperation
Keep driving light through the cracks!
Enjoy the coming of spring!

Additional Resources

Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input